
This is the first hybrid FORTH project for NEC. The mix of online and live workshops
included Full steam ahead, Raise ideas with Observe and learn and Test ideas taking
place in asynchronous forms. We understand that online FORTH projects are very
effective, that’s why we gave extra consideration for the team to energize in the
process. This allowed the team atmosphere to diplomatic and goal focused. 

NEC is undertaking a big transitional project with the need to get closer to 
customers, intending to create new and exciting business. Our team members will be 
key stakeholders to innovate our division and business. 
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As of November 2020, we are in the phase of Oberve and learn. The Homecoming of
the Innovation journey is scheduled for March 2021 which will provide 3-5 mini new
business cases by team " Innovation Tiger“. 

The six months FORTH journey, which was located in Shanghai, was disrupted by the
Corona virus outbreak begin 2020. The first three phases were conducted live and
the Test Ideas and Homecoming phase were 100% online. The highlight of the
process were the 1043 ideas we generated at the two-day ideation workshop in
Shanghai with a wonderful group of twenty people consisting of the core team, the
sponsors of the leadership team, other Huntsman specialists from 3 continents.

In 2017, the Elastomers Division of Huntsman successfully implemented FORTH in
Europe and decided to replicate the process in APAC in 2019. The goal was to create
4 new business cases for new unique offerings (products, services, brands, business
models), targeting present and new customers in all urethane elastomer applications
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The core team developed 5 mini new business cases with new offerings for the
APAC region, one more than demanded, which were presented in the online end
presentation to the global leadership team of the Elastomer Division April 2020.
They decided to implement three out of the five business cases. All three projects
are staffed, funded and now in the R&D development phase.
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We conducted a focus-group interview with the internal owners of this challenge at
the start of our FORTH project. For our logistics project this established the making
of an innovation assignment. And it built our team capability for efficient innovation.
It also works very well for the FORTH project team.

We, NEC, aim to be a leading company in the Circular Economy by 2030, creating
new digital services regardless of national borders, in order to realize a brighter,
more hopeful life and society, and to lead to a sustainable future.
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The FORTH team advocated a new vision and some new concepts about circular
economy as the result of our project. We suggest NEC needs to expand into some
bio-business with our ICT technology asset. A new established organization,
"Futurecasting Market Intelligence Division" has now defined the Circular Economy
as one of their key pillars from 2020. Some FORTH project members are assigned to
this new mission in that new organization and participating actively in the field.




